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1. Motivation

The automation of software product line (SPL)
analyses is of growing interest to both practitioners and 
researchers. In particular, automated analyses of 
variability models (like feature or decision models) and 
languages that foster declarative specifications of 
programs using those models are now common. We 
note that many of the problems that SPL engineers face 
are related to configuration problems that have been 
addressed by the Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
community. Indeed, the SPL community is using some 
of their results, e.g., BDD, CSP and SAT solvers. 

This workshop is intended to bring together 
researchers in SPL and AI in order to review and 
discuss synergies of the various approaches, and to 
propose new ideas and results. The two long term 
objectives are (i) learn from what has been done up to 
now in AI that is related to automated analyses of 
SPLs and (ii) creating a community interested in 
automated analyses of SPL in order to keep SPL tools 
and research up-to-date with the latest technologies. 

2. Topics

The main topics of the workshop include, but are
not limited to:  
� Application of configuration and AI technologies

for automated SPL analyses,
� Automated analyses of variability in functional

and non-functional/quality requirements,
� Automated consistency checking among SPL

artifacts,
� Analyses used in model driven development of

SPLs,

� Automated support for SPL evolution,
� Formal methods and semantics of SPL models,
� Surveys and Comparative studies,
� Tool presentations,
� Case studies and proofs of concepts that

emphasize analyses (e.g., in Embedded Systems,
Information Systems, Service-based Systems...).
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